
A global revolution
PARIS: At the sharp end of conflict in Syria, in a schoolchild’s bag in
Kenya, whether fighting deadly diseases or studying forestry, the
smartphone has become ubiquitous in just over a decade. This year, the
number of users is expected to pass three billion, and AFP photogra-
phers have sampled how the phones have become a mainstay of lives
around the world for people who cannot live without them. Take Moris
Atwine, 25. The Ugandan entrepreneur helped to develop a mobile app
to aid in the diagnosis of malaria, a worldwide killer, without the need
for a blood sample, and transmit the result in seconds. 

Qiao Xi, 21, describes her smartphone as her “boyfriend”. From an
all-blue studio, the Beijing-based vlogger live-streams songs, dance
moves and observations about her daily life to some 600,000 followers
on the Huoshan channel. From the frivolous to the deadly serious,
Mohammed Hamroush is a member of the “White Helmets” group,
which rushes to help the wounded in rebel-held parts of Syria.
Hamroush’s smartphone helps the volunteer to track bombardments,
get to where help is needed, and allows his worried wife to know he’s
safe.  Inna Salminen works in far calmer conditions, using her smart-
phone to survey the forests of Finland, but knows too that the device
can be a lifesaver if she gets lost in a remote area. The 27-year-old
conservation expert speaks for a whole generation when she describes
only having a “hazy memory” of life before smartphones. Aged 13,
Imelda Mumbi has no such memory at all. The Kenyan schoolgirl uses
her smartphone for fun, of course, but also to help her studies. Imelda
counts on Eneza, an interactive educational app which has about three
million users worldwide, plugging her corner of Africa into a global
network that has grown from nothing in a few short years. — AFP 
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Combo picture shows (left to right) a photo of Mohammed Hamroush, a 29-year-old member of the Syrian civil defense holding his smartphone as he poses for a picture in front of damaged buildings; Josael Romero, a Salvadorian mem-
ber of Pueblo Sin Fronteras, standing for a portrait with his cellphone and solar panel charger; Italian cattle breeder Pier Domenico Dotta posing with his smartphone; Cesar Olmos, a 47- year-old house painter; Aicha Younoussa posing
with a smartphone; Iraqi Shiite Muslim cleric Sayed Mohammed Al-Talqani; Dina Rasolofo in Antananarivo; Live streamer Qiao Xi, 21 posing for a photo with her smartphone at her agency studio Redu Media in Beijing and Guatemalan
migrant, Maria Pineda, 18, heading in a caravan to the US. -—  AFP 

PARIS: Bombs and guns aside, a smart-
phone can be a powerful weapon in the
hands of a terrorist-but it can also provide
intelligence services with the tools to track
them down. Three years ago to the day, the
Paris attacks of November 13, 2015 remain
one of the best known examples of a large-
scale assault that could not have been
planned without phones.

The Islamic State group gunmen and
bombers who struck the Bataclan concert
hall and other nightlife spots used them
extensively to coordinate the carnage, said a
former French anti-terrorist official, speaking
on condition of anonymity. Just before enter-
ing the Bataclan, where they massacred 90
people, the attackers had sent a text mes-
sage to accomplices in Belgium: “We’re
going ahead. It’s started.” But if smartphones
have been a “game-changer” for jihadists,
their use by the world’s extremists goes
much further back than the Paris attacks.

“As of 2003, in Iraq, home-made bombs
started being set off by the sending of an

SMS as American convoys drove past. This
caught on and was then repeatedly used by
Al-Qaeda,” the ex-official told AFP. These
days, encrypted
apps such as
Telegram, Wire
and WhatsApp can
help jihadists com-
municate while
evading police
tracking-or at least
complicate efforts
to decode their
messages. For sev-
eral years IS has
published online
tutorials in several
languages explaining to jihadists how to
choose the best software to evade detection
in war zones.

For new recruits in developing countries,
where smartphones are more common than
computers, there are different strategies still.
“Phones are no longer phones-they’re com-

puters,” said Laurent Heslault, director of
security strategies at Symantec, a security
group. “They are far more powerful than

what we had
on our desks
10 years ago,”
he added.
“They have
more comput-
ing power,
more memory
and connec-
tion capabili-
ties. They are
very powerful
tools when it
comes to

communicating.” That has also made it much
easier for jihadist groups to recruit new
members. Smartphones “enable people to
reach out for propaganda” with the swipe of
a screen, said the retired official. “Thirty
years ago, guys used to exchange video cas-
settes, then it was CDs. Now it’s online and

can be looked up at any time.” For propa-
ganda-makers, videos of attacks can be
filmed and uploaded in the blink of an eye.
“You can film attacks, claim responsibility,
use (a phone) to take photos and film recon-
naissance operations,” the ex-official said.

Flip side of the phone
But the smartphone can be an extremist’s

downfall as well as their best asset.
Intelligence agencies have grown better at
using phones to identify suspects, spy on
them-and, in case of capture, lift data for use
as evidence in court. That in turn has raised
difficult questions for tech giants who prom-
ise their users privacy. Most famously, Apple
faced a court showdown with the FBI after
agents sought access to the data of the
attackers who killed 14 people in San
Bernardino, California, in December 2015. 

Investigators dropped the case after find-
ing a way into the phone without help from
Apple, which argued that helping authorities
access a phone would set a dangerous

precedent. Further afield, governments have
used phone data extensively to pinpoint
extremist suspects. The French military inter-
vention in Mali, launched in 2013 after
jihadists took over the northern half the
country, started with air strikes whose tar-
gets were chosen based on phone data, the
former French official said.

“Today all air strikes focus on tele-
phones,” he added. “Even if you keep chang-
ing the SIM card the phone has its own iden-
tity and once detected can continue being
tracked.” And when it comes to police investi-
gations, smartphones sometimes provide
more information than their owners. They
might allow investigators to work their way
back along an information trail, snare other
members of a suspect’s network, and track
sleeper cells, he added. “Smartphones make
you a target,” the expert said. “Because of this
jihadist leaders have learned to keep away
from them. For the past few years, there’s
been a marked return to using human
envoys,” he added. — AFP 

Smartphones: A double-edged sword 
A powerful weapon for terrorists

SAN DIEGO: San Diego State University psy-
chology professor Jean Twenge sees smart-
phones and social media as raising an unhappy,
compliant “iGen.”

QUESTION: What is the iGen?
ANSWER: The iGen is the generation born

in 1995 and later, and they’re the first generation
to spend their entire adolescence in the age of
the smartphone. They spend a lot more time
online, on social media and playing games, and
they spend less time on non-screen activities like
reading books, sleeping or seeing their friends in
face-to-face interactions. Those children are
growing up more slowly. By the age of 18, they
are less likely to have a driver’s license, to work
in a paying job, to go out on dates, to drink alco-
hol or to go out without their parents compared

to teens in previous generations. 
So iGen’s probably the safest generation in

history and they like that idea of feeling safe. Yet,
they also have the sense that they are missing
out on something. They realize that being on the
phone all the time is probably not the best way
to live. They don’t like it when they’re talking to a
friend and their friend is looking at their phone.
Many of them have a recognition of the down-
sides of that type of living as well.

QUESTION: You have researched the
behavior and health of millions of teenagers.
What have you observed?

ANSWER: Around 2011 and 2012, I started
to see more sudden changes to teens, like big
increases of teens feeling lonely or left out, or
that they could not do anything right, that their
life was not useful, which are classic symptoms
of depression. Depressive symptoms have
climbed 60 percent in just five years, with rates
of self-harm like cutting (themselves) that have
doubled or even tripled in girls. Teen suicide has
doubled in a few years.

Right at the time when smartphones became
common, those mental health issues started to
show up. That change in how teens spend their

time is so fundamental for mental health. We
know, from decades of research, that getting
enough sleep and seeing friends in person is a
good recipe for mental health and that staring at
a screen for many hours a day is not.

QUESTION: What advice would you give
to parents?

ANSWER: Many of the things on which hap-
piness and mental health depend are now under
our control. We cannot change the genes we
were born with and we are not going to solve
poverty overnight, but we can control how we
spend our leisure time and we can help our chil-
dren do the same. The research points toward
limiting digital media use to about two hours a
day or less. That seems to be the sweet spot for
mental health and happiness. So sure, use social
media to stay in touch with friends, help plan
things, and watch a little bit of video but keep it
under that two-hour limit for 13- to 18-year-olds.
Then you get all the benefits of social media and
this technology without the big downside of it. If
you feel your child needs a phone, say for getting
back and forth to school, you can get them a
“dumb” phone that does not have internet and all
the temptations of a smartphone. —AFP 
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